Austin, TX

October 27, 2010

Let’s attack the root of the problem:
Learn to recognize the local and broader
patterns and tenants of Agenda 21. This way
you can fight back with insight, starting where
the attack all around you is happening and
where you can win – at the local level.

The Globalist invasion is happening right under
our noses. Every county in America has its local
Agenda 21 implementation underway.
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Megaregion – The Texas Triangle
Texas has a well developed Globalist Plan. For
example, the Texas Triangle consists of Dallas-Fort
Worth, Houston and San Antonio as the triangle points
and all the cities along and within those points.
America 2050 wants to shape the infrastructure of the
United States based on the concepts of environmental
sustainability and social equity. Austin is part of the
“Megaregion” Texas Triangle.

Infrastructure
Rebuilding and Renewing
America
Our goal for shaping the infrastructure investment plan is to
promote a "triple bottom line" strategy for infrastructure
development in the United States. This concept refers to using
environmental sustainability and social equity measures as the
other important "bottom lines" . . .

http://www.america2050.org/infrastructure.html
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America 2050 is supported by:
The Rockefeller Foundation

AECOM

The Doris Duke Charitable Foundation

Park Foundation

The Surdna Foundation

The William Penn Foundation

The Lincoln Institute of Land Policy

STV Group, Inc.

The J.M. Kaplan Fund

The Ford Foundation

http://www.america2050.org/about.html

The creation of a NAFTA superhighway is an integral
part of the plan.
Texas Triangle
By 2050 about 35 million people,
or 70 percent of the population of
Texas, will live in the four
metropolitan areas that comprise
the Texas Triangle. Three of the
nation's 10 largest cities are in the
Triangle, including Houston, which
has a port that handles more
foreign tonnage than any other
U.S. port. Efforts to create a NAFTA
superhighway from Mexico to
Canada could create a developed
corridor through San Antonio,
Austin, and Dallas.
http://www.america2050.org/texas_triangle.html
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Texas TURF (Texans Uniting for Reform & Freedom)
has been effective in fighting the Trans Texas Corridor
(TTC).

[Advance PPT – click]
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The Texas Department of Transportation reported in
July 2010 that the Trans Texas Corridor-35 (TTC-35)
was dead. But is it really?

Trans Texas Corridor-35

Perfect
“ReBranding”

An official decision of no action on TTC-35 was issued by the Federal
Highway Administration on July 20, 2010, formally ending any further
Advancement of the project.
Simultaneously, citizens are taking planning into their own hands by
developing a blueprint for the I-35 corridor. The I-35 Corridor Advisory
Committee, along with the four I-35 Segment Committees, are
currently working to develop MY 35, a citizens' plan for I-35 guided by
citizen input and local needs.
For more information on the I-35 expansion and citizen planning efforts,
please visit MY35.org.

http://www.dot.state.tx.us/business/partnerships/ttc_35.htm

TTC-35 is now “MY 35” – the mirage of a “dead” Trans
Texas Corridor.
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http://www.my35.org/

Who are these ‘citizens’ that are shaping the future of
the I-35 corridor?

The same old Public Private Partnership dynamic –
MPOs; the new economic system replacing free
enterprise.
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http://www.my35.org/

Hardly
a citizen
action
group!
http://www.my35.org/

Let’s examine aspects of the ‘Local Action’ Plan.
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ICLEI
This is the most vulnerable globalist organization
operating in America today.

[Advance PPT]
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The full name of ICLEI is “The International Council for
Local Environmental Initiatives”. It is also called “Local
Governments for Sustainability”.
ICLEI is an important NGO that:
Closely ties policy to man-made Global Warming
and climate change.
Has formed an international Congress filled with
city and county representatives. This Congress
acts as a shadow World Government.
Directs Community Development and other
local agencies and provides statutory and
regulatory provisions that implement
Sustainable policy locally.
Local tax funds pay the contract fee. Agenda 21 policymaking is fully embedded upon ICLEI’s arrival. At least
600 cities, including Bloomberg led New York City,
from all across the nation, have ICLEI contracts. Local
governments have been hijacked by world government
agents.
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Each ICLEI city’s influence is expanded as ICLEI then
automatically steers Regional Air, Transportation,
Water Boards and many other “regional”
transformational governance apparatus such as the
Capital Area Council of Governments (CAPCOG).

Article 1 Section 10 of the U.S. Constitution makes the
following prohibition: “No state shall enter into any
Treaty, Alliance or Confederation” with a foreign
political entity. Neither may a city. Ask: Is it treasonous
for city leaders to contract with ICLEI an International
NGO and U.N. related organization? Yes! ICLEI
contracts are treasonous.
Texas
ICLEI Cities
Garland
Grapevine
Houston
Irving
Plano
Richardson
San Antonio
South Padre Island
Texarkana

Arlington
Austin
Bryan
College Station
Coppell
Dallas
Denton
Edinburg
El Paso
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Contracts with ICLEI guarantee implementation of
international political and economic policy at the local
level. Drive city alliances with ICLEI out of the
communities surrounding you.
Where’s the Sheriff? It is time for good Sheriffs to take
action! Ridding towns of ICLEI is more important to the
future of America than was the Sheriff’s role in ridding
the west of rustlers and train robbers! If Sheriffs are
America’s last hope, we need Sheriffs to start Kicking
ICLEI Out of communities. City attorneys and County
Counsel’s offices also have a role to play. Their duty is
as a fiduciary to you. Failure to protect you from ICLEI
breaches their fiduciary duty and makes them liable to
citizens.
So much of the Agenda 21 invasion at the local level
relies on the man-made global warming fraud. But the
unraveling of this masquerade has not yet hit the local
political scene. ICLEI is particularly vulnerable because
of general public awareness concerning the ‘manmade warming’ fraud. For several reasons citizens
need to react to ICLEI soon! Now is the time.
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Residents in Spokane Washington and various cities in
the Colorado plains are taking on their city’s contact
and contract with ICLEI as other localized rebellions
brew. You can do this too. We are following the Kick
ICLEI Out!, campaign at FreedomAdvocates.org.

I am now going to sample the Austin area and pull
examples of Agenda 21 Sustainable Development as it
routinely pops up on the local scene. Most hometown
participants think they are doing something unique,
others think they are doing something for mankind –
well – they are. They are putting mankind on the verge
of serfdom.
You can recognize globalism operating at the local level
by recognizing the themes and programs presented by
the local Action network and understanding them in
the context of Agenda 21.
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Let’s start by viewing a local regional council. The
Capital Area Council of Governments (CAPCOG) is a
soviet style council that develops policy that is then
rubber-stamped by elected officials, with no
meaningful public oversight. It is an extra
constitutional level of government that advances
globalist objectives.
Serves
10
counties

http://www.capcog.org/about-capcog/#mission2

Goals
To lead in the promotion of regionalism;
To build partnerships for the economic, environmental,
and social development of the region;
What Is A Council Of Governments (COG)?
Councils of Governments are voluntary associations of counties, cities, and
special districts formed under Texas law. These associations deal with the
problems and planning needs that cross the boundaries of individual local
governments or that require regional attention. Although known by several
different names, including council of governments, regional planning
commissions, associations of governments and area councils, they are most
commonly referred to as "COGs".

In short, CAPCOG exists to advance the globalist goals
of regionalizing, abolishing private property, promoting
the relocation of people from Wildlands and corridor
areas to Smart Growth areas, and the conscription of
13
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public private partners – the mandatory volunteers of
the new fifth column.
Regionalism practiced by the Capital Area Council of
Governments (CAPCOG) has birthed and administered
the Texas Wildlands and Smart Growth policies
including the environmental, economic, and
transportation strategy for the 10-county Capital Area
that includes Austin. This is a prototypical Agenda 21
soviet council. The scary part is that organizations like
CAPCOG are everywhere. But the battle is always local.

Regionalism is the watchword. It is a core aspect of
Sustainable Development. Regionalism might sound
benign, but the consequences that come as a result of
political regionalism must be understood by freedom
loving people or liberty will be trampled. Regionalism is
being used to destroy traditional boundaries and usher
in a transformed system of governance that abolishes
private property; a goal of Sustainable Development
Agenda 21.
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In the words of Charlotte Iserbyt former Department
of Education Official, “Regionalism is Communism”. It
erases political boundaries and thus representative
government. Regional governance cannot coexist with
a Republic form of government. We can account for
much that is wrong today to organizations such as
CAPCOG.
The purpose is to consolidate (“collaboration”) the
global and regional effort to conspire against the idea
of private property. They do this, in part, by advocating
and establishing a system of “partners” who will
cooperate with the new order. Often these people are
present landowners. Of course the “partnership” has
one way authority for most participants. The table will
be shrunk once the collaboration consolidates. Such is
the change or transformation that is taking place
today.
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Get ready for the city of Austin to ‘re-brand’ once
people figure out what this resolution amounts to.

Austin Sustainable
Communities Initiative
Mission:
The City of Austin's Sustainable Communities Initiative (SCI) exists
to help the greater Austin region achieve economic prosperity,
social justice, and ecological health - the highest possible quality of
life in the best possible environment.

Three Legs of Sustainable Development
The term "sustainability" was offered in 1987 by the
United Nation„s World Commission on Environment
and Development in its report:
Our Common Future.
http://www.norfolk.gov/mayor/trees/documents/green%20team/research%20and%20examples/city%20of%20austin%20-%20sustainable%20communities%20initiative.htm
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The pictures are so nice, the simple expression of the
words so innocent sounding… Beware.

Livable Cities = “Smart Growth”; the stacking and
packing of human beings in dense cities where
people depend on public transportation rather than
auto mobility.
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Here’s an example of this Stack ‘em and Pack ‘em
housing.

“Green
Building
Program”
=
Effort to
drive up
costs and
emaciate
the middle
class.

What that means is that we are to live in tightly
controlled environments, with high density, without
autos and subject to “smart” system monitoring.
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Sustainable policy calls for biking and walking
corridors. This isn’t the plan for just here in Austin, it’s
happening everywhere.
But I don’t know anyone who uses bicycles for
transportation. Bicycles are used for recreation.
CAMPO – Capital Area Metropolitan Planning Organization

Here comes
your
pedestrian
planning…
Our new
mode of
transportation, not
recreation, is
bicycles and
footpaths.

Bicycle and Pedestrian Coordination is an
infrastructure highlight for a “Sustainable” society that
has abandoned private property, constrained and
controlled mobility, and one that has abandoned
individuality.
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What is the Central Texas Sustainability Indicators
Project?

Central Texas is a special place and we continue to grow.
Tracking and shaping for the better how growth affects our quality of life,
the education of our children, the environment around, above, and below us,
the strength of our economy, the affordability of our communities, and our
commitment to those with the least among us is our challenge.
Our region is incredibly diverse - integrating solid data and indicators with
honest passion and values lets us create a clear picture of our region and
our progress toward sustainability.

©2010 Central Texas Sustainability Indicators Project

Civic Engagement
Philanthropy and Volunteerism
Participation in the Arts
Civic Participation
Neighborliness

Public Safety
Community Safety
Safe Families
Equity in Law Enforcement
Education and Children
Child Care - Quality
Child Care - Access
Schools - Quality
Schools - Academic Performance
Schools - Equity in Education
Higher Education
Social Equity
Cost of Living
Affordable Housing - Ownership
Affordable Housing - Rental
Access to Capital
English Proficiency
Diversity in Elected Leadership
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Economy
Household Income
Diversity of Industries
Exporting Industries
Diversity of Employers
Entrepreneurship
Job Availability
Labor Availability
Technological Innovation
Health
Health Insurance Coverage
Health - Mental
Health - Physical

Environment
Water - Consumption
Water - Quality
Energy Use
Air Quality
Solid Waste
Hazardous Materials
Land Use/Mobility
Density of New Development
Rural Land
Publicly-Owned Open Space
Attractiveness of Landscape
Vehicle Miles Traveled
Time Spent Commuting

http://www.centex-indicators.org/indicators/index.html

Regional
Envision Central Texas
Capital Area Metropolitan Planning Organization
The Greater Austin-San Antonio Corridor Council
Capital Area Planning Council
Center for Sustainable Development at The University of Texas at Austin
Sub-Regional
The City of Austin Sustainable Communities Initiative
Community Action Network
Vision 2010 (no web site available)
Austin Area Research Organization
Barton Springs/Edwards Aquifer Conservation District
http://www.centex-indicators.org/region_links.html

[Tracking and Monitoring – using the data information
system to lead to control over human action. The Soviet
Union never had such a well developed soviet system!]
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The youth are being prepped for Global Citizenship and
the effort is working.
In polling we learned that last year a majority of 2009
high school and college grads identify themselves as
“global citizens” not as Americans. Sustainability is
being jammed down every youngster’s throat. The
future is at risk.

National Association of
Environmental Professionals

Welcome!
Welcome to the Texas State Environmental Student
Organization's Website. We are a diverse gathering of
students who share a common appreciation for the
environment. Through our local actions we encourage
progress and growth towards a global sustainable future.
Be the Change You Wish to
See in the World!

http://www.geo.txstate.edu/studentorgs/naep/index.html

Can you see the plan for children?
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The school system is indoctrinating our children into
global citizenship through a commitment to globalist
ideology.
Why do parents succumb?

The United Nations is right here in Austin, and they are
recruiting your kids.
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U.N. Austin Recruitment – Young Professionals for
International Cooperation (YPIC).

So much of the globalist invasion at the local level
relies on the man-made global warming fraud. The
unraveling of this masquerade has not yet hit the local
scene.
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The following listing incorporates those elected
officials who give their support to ICLEI global warming
policy. These people need to be voted out of office.

Mayors for Climate Change
Texas List
Joe Chow
Dr. Robert Cluck
Will Wynn
Becky Miller
Ben White
Douglas Stover
C.L. Brown
Laura Miller
Perry McNeill
Joe Ochoa
John Cook
Mary Lib Saleh
Sim Israeloff
Michael Moncrief
Michael Simpson

Addison
Arlington
Austin
Carrollton
College Station
Coppell
Corsicana
Dallas
Denton
Edinburg
El Paso
Euless
Fairview
Fort Worth E.
Frisco

Ronald Jones
Richard Ward
David Begier
Susie Houston
Elizabeth Flores
Bill Whitfield
J. Baumgardner
Pat Evans
Joe Vega
Gary Slagel
Phil Hardberger
David Marne
Robert Pinkerton Jr.
David Wallace
Steve Mayo

Garland
Hurst
Hutto
Laguna Vista
Laredo
McKinney
Mount Vernon
Plano
Port Isabel
Richardson
San Antonio
Shavano Park
So. Padre Island
Sugar Land
Texarkana

Things like ICLEI’s climate change “Best Practices”
account for the federal government’s financial
condition. States and municipalities also commit
massive resources to the policy commitments that fuel
the Globalist transformation.
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Latest News
•City of Austin wins national climate protection award

September 29, 2010:
The City of Austin has been recognized nationally for
Energy Efficiency Implementation Innovation in the
category for large community by ICLEI award
Local Governments for Sustainability USA.
ICLEI is the leading local government association
addressing climate change and sustainability.
Continue reading about City of Austin wins national climate protection
http://www.ci.austin.tx.us/acpp/default.htm

City picks first-ever chief sustainability officer - Austin Business Journal

Austin named Seattle environmental strategist
Lucia Athens the winner of six finalists vying for the
city's newly-created chief sustainability officer post.
The 25-year green sector veteran spent much of her early career in Austin,
working for the city‟s green builder program and as a water efficiency program
manager for the Lower Colorado River Authority. She also co-founded and
acted as chair to the Sustainable Building Coalition of Austin and was one
of the co-authors of the first edition of the Austin Green Builder Guide.
Most recently, Athens worked as the senior sustainable futures strategist for
CollinsWoerman, a Seattle-based sustainable architecture, design and
planning firm. She also served in key sustainability leadership positions with the
board of directors for the U.S. Green Building Council Inc. and the
International Green Building Certification Institute. Her book,
“Building an Emerald City: A Guide to Creating Green Building Policies and
Programs,” has sent her to speaking engagements around the world.
http://austin.bizjournals.com/austin/stories/2010/06/21/daily1.html
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Our response needs to be: Understand and recognize
Sustainable Development locally and spread that
understanding to others. We are not going to be
salvaged by any existent political organization. Average
Americans must understand and act to restore their
area as the land of the free. There is no profit or power
in Sustainable Development’s exposure. There is only
freedom for you, me and our children.

Today the ICLEI banner song relates to global warming.
People across America need to realize that the manmade global warming charade is being used to drive
local policy to usher in globalism in transition from the
American way.

Nazi Germans were early greens. Adolf Hitler’s
commitment to forest protection was fulfilled as he
implemented his resource monitoring system. It was…
well, pure fascism. Today we call the same thing
happening in America ‘public private partnerships’!
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You too can be a partner – just accept the concept of
voluntary compliance to the new order.
“Get your Permit!” (or else…says the Fuhrer)

Austin is a Transition Town. A key to understanding
Transition Towns is recognizing that the organization is
founded and operated out of Great Britain. Transition
Towns are a tool to prepare local communities for their
role as an outpost of world government. Transition
Towns are now swarming the U.S.
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Our sources in Great Britain inform us that Transition
Towns are a creation of the British Fabian Socialist
Society. One point in that regard: The London School of
Economics is Fabian based. The founders of the school
also were founders of the Fabian Society. Santa Cruz
mayor Ryan Coonerty has a Masters degree from the
London School of Economics. My sense is that Ryan
Coonerty had a major role in bringing this localized
global organization to America. This all gives real
meaning to the term “British Invasion”.

Consider what has been illustrated here today – The
Wildlands Project, Smart Growth, Regionalism, the Three
Es, Sustainable or Livable Communities and Sustainable
ideology, Tracking and Monitoring methods, and
Education for Global Citizenship.
Agenda 21 people are organized even as their active
drones don’t know what they are organized around.
Agenda 21 shows itself everywhere you look.
Do you think our politicians and bureaucrats are serving
us?
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